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Introduction to HCP

“The Human Connectome Project consortium is undertaking a 

systematic effort to map macroscopic human brain circuits and 

their relationship to behavior in a large population of healthy 

adults.”

---- Van Essen, D.C., et al., The WU-Minn Human Connectome 

Project: An overview, NeuroImage (2013) 



Data Access - Tools

● ConnectomeDB





Accessing ConnectomeDB - AWS S3



● Extract files via:

○ the hcp R package in neuroconductor -- an open-source platform for rapid testing 

and dissemination of reproducible computational imaging software.

○ R scripting



Data Accessing - Workbench

S900 -Released 7T - Diffusion - Preprocessed - T1w



Data Overview

1. Imaging Data

2. Brain measures 

3. Behavioral measures  

Subjects
● 1200 healthy adults

○ Consisted of twins and their siblings

○ Age 22-35

○ Excluded any adults with  any psychiatric disorder 



Imaging Data Overview

1. Structural MRI: 
○ provides information to qualitatively and quantitatively describe the shape, size, 

and integrity of gray and white matter structures in the brain

2. Resting state fMRI:  

○ a method of functional brain imaging that can be used to evaluate regional 

interactions that occur when a subject is not performing an explicit task

3. Task-based fMRI: 

○ functional brain imaging when a subject is performing a task

4. Diffusion MRI: 

○ an imaging method that uses the diffusion of water molecules to map local 

orientation of neuronal fiber bundles



Brain Measures Data Overview

FreeSurfer (An open source software suite for processing and analyzing (human) 

brain MRI images) had the following data:

1. Summary Statistics

2. Volume (Subcortical) 

3. Surface Area* (Cortical)

4. Surface Thickness

We primarily focused on surface area (cortical).



Brain Measures 

● Brain measures (volume and surface area) 

were obtained by using the structural MRI 

data and the Freesurfer software

● Focused on the cerebral cortex surface 

areas in six regions:

○ Frontal lobe

○ Temporal lobe

○ Parietal lobe

○ Occipital lobe



Cerebral Cortex Regions

Cortical Surface Primary Function(s)

Frontal Lobe Memory formation, emotions, decision 

making/reasoning, personality

Temporal Lobe Hearing, organization/interpretation of language, 

memory & memory formation

Parietal Lobe Sensation(s), spatial awareness & perception

Occipital Lobe Processing, integration, and interpretation of vision 

& visual stimuli

Limbic Lobe Responds to autonomic and endocrine functions 

due to emotional stimuli

Insula Provides emotional context for physiological 

experiences



Behavioral Data Overview

● Behavioral measurements: NIH Toolbox plus additional tests. 

● Alertness (cognitive status, sleep) 

● Cognition (executive function, attention, memory, etc.)

● Emotion (positive affect, negative affect, etc.)

● Motor Function (locomotion, dexterity, strength, etc.)

● Sensation (audition, olfaction, somatosensation, etc.)

● Personality (Five factor model) 



Behavioral Data Overview - Snapshot of Data 



Our Goal

Explore possible associations between the 

surface areas of  certain cortex regions and 

behavioral measures. 



Analyzing the Behavior Data

As a first step, analyzed the behavioral data of ~1200 subjects.

● Examined the dimensionality and directionality of the data

● Found that there exists specific covariance structure: 

○ There are variable clusters due to multiple measures/tests for a 

given behavior category



Analyzing the Behavior Data: Correlation Heatmap



Behavioral Data Pre-processing

● Dataset included: 

○ missing values remove/impute

○ non-numerical variables remove

○ linearly dependent variables remove the redundant 

variable(s) 

● Standardized all variables to have mean zero and standard deviation 

one. 

● Grouped the variables by categories. 

○ Some categories contained 30+ variables



Analyzing the Behavior Data: Within-Category PCA

Observation: Out of the behavioral categories, only motor measures differ across 

genders 

Red: female

Blue: male



Analyzing the Behavior Data: Motor Skills

Observation: Motor skills differ across genders 



Analyzing the Brain Measures: Within Category PCA

Observations: Surface areas in different lobes differ across genders

Red: female

Blue: male



Correlation between Behavior Measures & Cortical 

Surface Areas

Observation: The stronger you are, the more surface area your brain has. Why?



Correlation Plot for Males 



Correlation Plot for Females 



Interesting Findings

1. Motor skills and cortical surface area differ between genders. 

2. The relationships between behavioral measures and cortical surface 

areas could be confounded by  gender. So gender should be 

accounted for in any analysis between the two.  



Thank you!



Next Step: Canonical Correlation analysis

● The largest coefficients in the first canonical variate for behavioral 

measures correspond to self-regulation/impulsivity measures. 

● The coefficients in the first canonical variate for cortical surface area 

are quite uniform. 


